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Upcoming Events
Ecole de Cirque du Verdun
On May 11th, students in
grade 1 and 2 will get a special glimpse of the circus!

Halo Race
The grade 5/6 students will be
off to Beaver Lake for the annual Halo Race on May 12th.

STEAM Program at Sinclair Laird
Partnering with McGill University, Sinclair Laird intends to
launch a science inquiry program to engage our students to
learn about and find solutions for issues around them. The
after-school program will begin next year with the grade 5
and 6 students.
Science and Education students from McGill University,
trained to work with children and encourage them to ask
questions about the world, will mentor them throughout
the program.

Pointe-a-Calliere
Students in grades 1, 2, 3, and
4 will visit the museum to
learn more about Quebec history.

Upper Canada Village
On May 25th, the 5/6 classes
will go on a trip to Upper
Canada Village.

Graduation
June 22nd will be our grade 6
graduation. Parents will soon
receive invitations for the outdoor ceremony.
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Outings

Cosmodôme
Students’ visit to the Cosmodôme was out
of this world. The trip included an interactive space mission where students had to
plan a trip to Mars. As engineers and doctors, they had to solve issues that may
come up when traveling to the planet! To
end the day, students experienced an astronaut’s training simulation, just like the
ones at NASA!

Biodome

What an adventure the Biodome was! Students were able to explore the different
biomes of the world. They adventured
from lush rainforests where monkeys, colourful birds, and reptiles stay to the Labrador coast, where they saw playful puffins
and penguins!
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Eco Museum
Grades 1 and 2 had a wonderful time at
the Eco Museum. Throughout their guided tour they observed the native wildlife
of Quebec. From mammals like the artic
fox and lynx to birds and reptiles and amphibians too! Our mini-explorers also
braved obstacle courses and climbing exercises during their trip.

John F. Kennedy

The grade 6 students at Sinclair Laird had
a taste of what high school can be like
with a visit to John F. Kennedy highschool. Their visit included a tour of the
school and hands-on activities in the
courses they can take next year.
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Activities

Mad Science

Teambuilding
Designed to have students learn how to
rely on each other, communicate their
needs, and express empathy, these teambuilding challenges have been a great opportunity for growth. Whether its racing
against other teams to get the most points
or speeding against the clock, our students
are learning critical social skills while having tons of fun!

Our students had the wonderful chance
to learn all about circuitry and simple machines with the experts from Mad Science.
With their innovative instruction and
hands-on instruction, our students got to
experience what it’s like to work with
small machines, and how even little
changes can have big consequences!

Dance

Board Games

With dance instructor Eryn, Sinclair Laird
students explored their physicality and let
loose. Being comfortable with our own
bodies is not easy, but through dance, our
students grew more confident in their
physical and social presence. Great job!
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Our students were introduced to modern
board games, where they made complex
decisions. They used their literacy and numeracy skills so they could learn to play
and play to learn. The board games let
them develop stronger collaborative
bonds between their classmates and improve their communication skills.

